Literacy

Year 1 Curriculum Overview – Autumn Term 2019
Science

We will be learning about:
Saying out loud what we want to write
about and planning a sentence out loud
before we write it. Using the 40+
phonemes that we know to sound out
words correctly. Forming capital letters
for the beginning of our sentences and
always remembering our full stops.
Fiction
Traditional stories and fairy tales – The

Three Little Pigs

Non-fiction
Labels, lists and captions
– Woodland Animals
Information texts –
Hedgehogs
Poetry
Songs and repetitive poems - Goldilocks
Song
The Sound Collector – using the sounds
of the woodland

We will be learning about:
Plants
Finding out why plants are
important
Growing our own plants
and completing a leaf diary
to see how they grow and
change
Exploring wild plants, garden plants and
trees
Naming the parts of a plant
Recognising and naming a range of
flowers and trees

Mathematics

We will be learning about:
Place Value
Ordering, comparing and counting
numbers to 20
Addition and Subtraction
Number bonds to 10
Adding and subtracting mentally
Finding the difference
Geometry
Recognising and naming
2D and 3D shapes
Repeating patterns
Computing
We will be learning about:
How to be safe on the computer
Learning how to use
and navigate the
laptops and Purple
Mash.
Grouping and Sorting
on Purple Mash

Seasons
Finding out how the
seasons effect the day
and the weather.
What effect the
changing weather has
on the plants and trees

History

Art and Design

We will be learning about:
Changes within living memory
Exploring how people change as
they get older – what are the
differences between us and our
grandpare
nts?
Investigat
ing
homes,
now and
in the
past – why have homes changed
over the years? How has Christmas
traditions changed over the years?

We will be learning about:

Geography
We will be learning
about:
Using geographical
vocabulary to talk
about places where
characters in our stories might live.
To compare different areas by
describing the physical and natural
features.
Using directional language and
maps to help find Goldilocks.
Learning how to draw and read
maps.
To lean about the directions on the
compass.

Into the Woods
PE
Multi skills
Developing
throwing
and
catching
skills
Sharing and moving
equipment safely.
Negotiating spaces.
Gymnastics and Dance
Travelling in different ways
using different parts of the
body.
Luton Town Football
Coaching

Music
Little Red Riding Hood and
Jack and the Beanstalk

We will be learning a range
of songs based on these
stories. We will learning
about rhythm, beat, timing,
long and short notes and
high and low notes.

PSHE
Emotions and feelings –
what are big and small
feelings, facial
expressions and why we
might feel like that
Getting on and falling
out, and how we can
negotiate our own
disagreements.
Learning
all about
how out
behaviour
effects others

RE
How do we show we
care for others?
Learning about how we
can care for
others. How
religions such
as Islamism
and
Christianity teach us
about caring.
Who is a Christian and
what do they believe?
What does God mean to
Christians? Discuss how
the Bible influences
Christians

Exploring how to mix paint to
create different colours for leaves
Creating a picture using natural
materials
Exploring the work of Axel
Erlandson and making 3D
natural sculptures.
We will also be printing on to
fabric to make cards to send to
the three bears. As well as using
pastels and paints to make a
range of pictures

Design and Technology
We will be learning about:
In DT we will be making and
designing a prototype hedgehog
home.
We will also be making and
decorating biscuits in for Hansel
and Gretel.
We will also be using a weaving
technique to make Christmas
decorations.

